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Student Application Form
Dear Math/Science Enthusiast,
We are so happy that you have decided to participate in our winter camp! Before we invite you on our
campus for a fun dose of Math and Science, we need to know a few things about you. We wish to tell
you that even though you are going to have a lot of fun at this camp, you should keep in mind that this is
an intensive programme where you will be in the company of peers who love exploring new ideas in
Math and Science. In this camp, you will be required to work in teams to solve multi-dimensional
problems by interconnecting different topics of Science. Please reflect on your reasons to attend and
your understanding of what you might gain from this camp. It will help us a lot to hear honest responses
from you.
Love,
Team Aavishkaar
Questions:
Your Name: _______________________________You are a Girl/Boy________________________
School that you go to:________________________ Class _____ Age ______
Your E-mail Address: _____________________ Phone Number(Optional)____________________
Your Residential Address:____________________________________________________________
Your Parent’s name: _____________________ Parent’s Number and E-mail: ___________________
1. Why do you want participate in this camp?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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2. Please share an interesting Math or Science project/problem that you have worked on.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
3. Which topics do you enjoy the most in Math and Science, and why?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

4 . Something else about yourself that you would like to share?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
5. Please share name and contact number of any one of your teachers who can recommend you for
this camp.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Thanks for taking out time to fill this form. If you are short of space, feel free to add responses on extra
sheets. You now have to scan this form and e-mail it to us at programs@aavishkaar-palampur.org
You and your parents will be notified through e-mail if selected.
All the best! We look forward to hosting you on our campus.

